ASTRUM NOSTRADAMUS.
Finally revealed the mystery of the prophecies of Nostradamus.
Thanks to the "discovery" of the ancient manuscript written in his own hand by the Master Nostradamus and constituting an "interpretive
legacy" for his favorite son César de Nostredame, I could view a completely different interpretation of the innovative and enigmatic
prophecies of Nostradamus. The sheets (three + one introductory preface), apparently encrypted, highlight a string of progressive lines, each
bearing a series of six numbers, an initial introduction, which provides precise instructions on their use and meaning.
I soon realized that, despite the initial preface handed down by Nostradamus, the task of finding a new key of interpretation of the quatrains or
Centuries was anything but simple so I involved my friend and colleague, Mr. Claudio Selva, who has analyzed the manuscript to the last detail after
which, literally "eviscerated" the original quatrains of the Prophet of Salon, in the light of the "decifrative" revelations inherent in the opening preface
coming to develop a new "interpretive project", interesting and absolutely revolutionary, whose finding, fully confirmed my theory about the "hidden
divination".
The three pages of the manuscript, bearing the sequential numerical file, constitute the key for the reading of the clairvoyance inherent in quatrains
reference and initial preface explains that the numbers are the starting point to be used to derive the keyword inherent in the corresponding
quatrain through the astral intersection and proper positioning on zodiac signs.
Unfortunately, the manuscript presents alterations due to deterioration and probably is incomplete in the final part where Nostradamus, perhaps,
gave explanations for reading and interpretation of the numbers for the complete preface. It may also be that some papers have been deliberately
eliminated from the various holders of the document over the years following the death of César de Nostredame, or simply got lost. For these
reasons the study and research, have not yet been completed and must be deepened and further developed. Another unusual factor is the presence
of a double numerical succession, that Nostradamus reported twice the number corresponding to the sequel line number 33. Although the number
33 represents the Kabbalah itself with all its mystical secrets and is one of the orders initiation of the Masonry with a role in the theory of biorhythms,
I couldn’t yet understand this further "enigma" of the Master. Of course I will continue on this path and try to understand the meaning of this further
mystery as of yet "dark aspects" related to the manuscript. Here are the details of the analysis of the manuscript of Nostradamus and the explanation
of the research conducted by Selva that led to the discovery of the true meaning of the quatrains of the Prophet.
dr.

Maurizio Platone

ASTRUM NOSTRADAMUS.
The analytical work of Claudio Selva resulting from a thorough research and careful examination done on the
encrypted manuscript of Michel de Nostredame, known as Nostradamus.
IIn this manuscript of Nostradamus, that I have examined and studied carefully, what initially seemed indecipherable, is marked
in a linear progression, 96 lines formed by numbers. Each line is formed by four different numbers, followed by a roman numeral
number, and closes the line a fifth number as in the following example: 94 - 5 - 36 - 70 - VI - 83.
From these numerical data, I found a first key of reading starting from the Roman number VI which refers to the sixth century,
while the number 83 refers to the eighty-third quatrain.
VI - 83
Celuy qu'aura tant d'honneur et caresses.
A son entree de la Gaule Belgique.
Un temps apres sera tant de rudesses,
Et sera contre a la fleur tant bellique.
So I deduced that in the eighty-third quatrain of the sixth century were inserted keywords of foresight that had to be identified
through the first four numbers: 94-5 - 36-70.
I started from the initial four numbers including that of the quatrain, which subtracted, added together and processed give a
positioning indication, starting and finishing on the various zodiac signs placed around the sun. The interweaving of astral
coordinates that intersect around the sun represents the first word of clarification dominant which is inserted in the quatrain
number 83 of the Sixth century, in this case HONNEUR.
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The result of the other four complementary words, which are
always included in quatrain 83, are obtained in their entirety
by an algorithmic calculation dictated pairing of one or more
of the five existing numbers and the astral coordinates that are
enlightening and determine the words: ENTREE , RUDESSES,
FERA, CARESSES.
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This work led to the creation of "prediction" cards to obtain,
based on indications of the Prophet Nostradamus, oracular
predictions reliable and adaptable to our daily and future life.
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Celuy qu’aura tant d’honneur &
caresses,
A son entree de la Gaule Belgique.
Vn temps apres fera tant de rudesses,
Et sera contre à la fleur tant bellique.

EXAMPLE OF PREDICTION CARD
On the left you can see an example of complete
prediction with the original text of the eighty-third
quatrain of the sixth century, the numbers of the astral
coordinates, the straight lines of intersection of the
zodiac signs, the dominant word and finally the four
complementary words.

THE MANUAL OF INTERPRETATION OF THE 96 PREDICTION CARDS

In addition to the 100 cards I created a 120-page manual in which it is presented and described each card: the different
interpretations of the dominant word, the translation of the dominant words and the complementary ones, the astral
reference numbers, and finally through the keywords, the clairvoyance applied to everyday life.
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CARTA POSITIVA
DOMINANTE
LA PRESENTAZIONE COMPLETA DELLE 96 CARTE
Changement
DI PREVEGGENZA DELL’ASTRUM NOSTRADAMUS
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Le changement sera fort difficile:
Cité,prouince au change gain fera:
Cueur haut,prudent mis,chassé lui habile,
Mer,terre,peuple son estat changera.

LIKE THE CHANGE OF THE SCENE IN THEATRICAL
REPRESENTATIONS, COULD BE THE SAME IN LIFE - A
CHANGE OF THE CHARACTER, IN THE HABITS, OR A SUDDEN
CHANGE OF SITUATIONS, OF A STATE OF THINGS OR
BECOME DIFFERENT DUE TO TRANSFORMATION, CHANGE.
CHANGING ONE THING OR A PERSON WITH ANOTHER.
CHANGING THE VIEW, IDEA, OPINION. MAKING DIFFERENT,
TRANSFORMING, VARY, BARTER, CONVERT, RECIPROCATE,
SPILL. CHANGE AIR, GO, MOVE, SNEAK AWAY.

PREDICTIVE WORDS OF THE QUARTAIN
CHANGEMENT – CHANGE
DIFFICILE - DIFFICULT
TERRE – EARTH
HABILE –ABIL
GAIN - GAIN
RESULTING KEY NUMBERS
57 – 40 – 2 - 32
INTERPRETATIVE READING
Card with many applications due to the divalent neutral dominant
CHANGE, coming soon, which could be DIFFICULT, but decisive and crucial
to improve your life in every aspect. You must carefully consider your
actions and behavior with great responsibility and withyour feet on EARTH
to give shape to things. If you ABILE and constant in accomplishing this
important objective, you will get a GAIN and an undeniable success, full of
personal satisfaction.

THE COMPLETE PRESENTATION OF THE 96 PREDICTIVECARDS OF ASTRUM NOSTRADAMUS
For the realization of ASTRUM NOSTRADAMUS, I strictly respected the interpretive signs that the Master Nostradamus
Master gives in the preface to the numerical opening linear sequences. I followed this rule also with regard to the
development of every single number obtained from the subtraction, addition or processing of the coordinates that indicate
the words inherent in the reference quatrain. The greatest difficulty I faced was the original French language, which, being
dated in the sixth century, I had to interpret many words according to the text of the quatrain. I got a strong support from
the ALGORITHM OF PLATONE, for combinations and intersections of different zodiac signs that determine the dominant
word and the four complementary. As I was working and interpreting a new card I got convinced that Nostradamus had
deliberately masked and placed in its centuries these quatrains which were used to interpret the clairvoyance perhaps made
for the French royal family. Through the numerical coordinates of the text and the astral intersections from quatrains have
been created 96 different dominant words and over 300 different words of complement. The real value and novelty of these
foresight of ASTRUM NOSTRADAMUS cards is that these extracted words subconsciously, inserted and read in a progressive
context can give a logical meaning and clearly indicate a possible future step that could happen in life. Below are
represented all 96 predictive cards obtained and processed from any single numeric line of the text of Nostradamus and
many quatrains intentionally inserted in its different centuries.
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THE FOUR DIRECTION CARDS
In the preface of the manuscript, Nostradamus gave some different reading methods of the 96 cards. A simple and
straightforward option is to choose one divination card and through the dominant word combined with the other four words
of complement you can read and interpret the clairvoyance that emerges from the conceptual whole meaning of every single
word. For a more complete and extensive prediction, Nostradamus created other 4 cards with the four cardinal points that
are of initial orientation and starting to go clockwise to bring about a broader and more in-depth reading of clairvoyance to
complement the 96. Following below are represented the four cards of orientation and the way of development.

BACK AND FRONT OF THE 4 DIRECTION CARDS
The 4 orientation directional cards have an anonymous
back with reading and writing bivalent and random.

BACK AND FRONT OF THE 96 READING CARDS
The 96 predictive cards have on the back an address
with the unidirectional read written.

HOW SHOULD BE POSITIONED THE FOUR PREDICTION CARDS
Frpm the directional pack you begin by choosing a card among the
four. The card is placed in the center. Continue randomly selecting
four cards from the pack of 96 predictive cards and put them,
always on the back side, starting from the top and clockwise
around the directional card.

HOW TO READ THE PREDICTION OF THE FOUR CARDS

After the cards are being positioned, you start by turning the
central direction card, which, with the arrow indicates the start
then continue clockwise to turn the other four cards. The first
one is the dominant word LUNA followed by SPLENDEUR,
OBSCURCE and MAINTIENDRA, than, other 16 words follow that
detail and deepen the reading of the future.
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Selva

